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In part one, we
considered the issues
of where to search in
wide area incidents.
Once this has been
decided, the next
consideration is how to
search. In terms of
wide area searches, a
number of strategies
can be considered,
ranging from fast
moving small search
teams to large, well
equipped teams
working systematically
through all the area to
find detailed evidence
or difficult to locate
victims.

An awareness of these strategies

will help search managers plan the

type and level of activity being

considered and aid in briefing

search team members.

Wide area search
strategies

SAR team members will often

have a range of experiences

relating to search. For missing

person incidents, we commonly

use hasty searches early in an

incident and scale up to

conducting area search type

activities that fall into a primary

search category.

The other end of the search

spectrum is one where a

considerable effort is expended in

searching a small area, often seen

when police conduct evidence

searches along streets. These

types of searches are high

coverage and will be very slow

and methodical. The main aim is

not to necessarily find a live person

but to collect evidence. Once the

search is completed, no further

searching is expected to be

conducted.

A similar range of search

strategies exist within wide area

search activities as part of a larger

incident.

Reconnaissance
search (recon)

A recon search is primarily

aimed at gather information and

intelligence about an affected

area. It is intended to be a quick

process and in terms of search, it

is about gather information about

a range of issues including:

� Scale of the incident — how

much of an area is affected, how

many people are affected.

� Severity of the incident — the

level of impact on an area, how

badly affected.

� The types of incidents internal to

the area.

� Hazard assessment for

operations.

In terms of rescue, these would

be limited to directing walking

casualties to locations where they

can be assisted, but bear in mind

they can also be a valuable source

of reconnaissance information

about the affected area.

These types of searches may be

conducted on the ground but this

may seriously hamper the ability

for the search team to make

progress unless there is sufficient

support to deal with

Hasty search
The main aim of hasty search is

to:

� Find easy to locate victims and

direct to further support.

� Identify locations where victims

are trapped and require rescue.

Build a more detail picture of

the affected area.

Teams involved with hasty tasks

may conduct simple rescues of

victims to enable them to be

evacuated by other teams. If more

complex rescues are required, the

team should be detailing the

location and providing that

information back to the incident

command team, where additional

rescue resources can be tasked to

perform it.

Primary search
This is the main type of search

conducted during any major

incident during the response

phase. In this phase of searching,

teams will be making efforts to find

victims and casualties that are

more difficult to locate. In a flood

or disaster context, this would

typically be the search effort

associated with entry into buildings

(if safe to do so) to look for people

that are in the building but are able

to respond and easy to find. Easy

to enter rooms would have visual

scans with some debris

movement to identify injured or

trapped people who are unable to

help themselves.

Technical expertise may be

required to support general search

such as using USAR search

equipment in builds, swiftwater

rescue teams in searching large

areas of standing water,

helicopters conducting methodical

aerial search over larger areas,

boat teams searching deeper

water locations.

Information gathering about

locations that were difficult to

access would be recorded and be

added to outstanding tasks list. In
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the event of finding casualties,

rescue teams would be brought in

to support the search team in

extrication efforts, but the

management team needs to

ensure that the primary search

effort does continue.

Secondary (low
coverage)

Secondary searches would

typically be conducted later in any

response phase. It is highly likely

that secondary search will require

a large number of resources, often

with high levels of expertise to

work systematically through the

identified tasks.

At this level, detailed search

activity is conducted to achieve a

thorough search, typically house

entry is made, with room by room

searching, movement of debris

and detailed searches made of

difficult to access locations. In

countryside areas, detailed

searches of areas with difficult

terrain would be undertaken, with

revisiting of other segments. Time

spent searching would usually be

high and the number of resources

involved expected to be large.

A considerable effort would be

required to maintain search

records, with suitable processes in

place to handle any evidence or

items found.

Secondary
(high coverage)

In these types of searches,

considerable effort is expended in

achieving high coverage, it

requires a lot of time spent

conducting the search, with a

large number of search resources.

Once these searches are

complete there will be no further

search effort expended except

where investigative activities are

required to support specific tasks.

Typically this would be

conducted during the recovery

phase of a major incident and the

main tasks would be around victim

location, identification and

recovery. Debris is fully cleared

away for disposal, buildings

considered as being fully searched

if rooms are empty and entry

points sealed. In open areas,

evidence of locations that are

visited is retained (GPS track logs,

photographs, field reports etc) and

there is a high level of confidence

associated with detection (ie. the

coverage and POD is high).

Detailed search records should

be made, these may be key to

follow up investigations justifying

why search activity was final

considered as complete.

In-field search tactics
Each of the different types of

search will require a range of

different tactics to be used to be

most effective. Good teams

deployed into the search area will

often be able to use a range of

different tactics to help maintain

high levels of search effectiveness.

Equipment needs to support the

search teams and, in more

detailed searches, specialist

equipment may be used to

increase searcher safety as well

as improve the level of detection.

As an example, pole cameras

used to view into spaces and

voids.

Planning considerations
Search team
capabilities

T

he different phases of wide area

search will require different

capabilities within search teams. In

the early stages of search, the

ability to move through, across

and around an area is important.

Speed of advance is a key

capability but not at the expense of

team safety.

Recon and hasty search teams

need to be mobile in the

environment. Detailed secondary

search may require specialist skills

to access locations or move heavy

debris and this will be slow.

The briefings are vital in terms of

ensuring that the teams

understand what is expected of

them. It is easy to forget what is

the primary aim of the task. To

help search teams achieve what is

required, the overhead teams

need to build rescue capacity

behind them.

Rescue requirements
and building capacity

All the search strategies rely on

building a rescue capability to help

with casualties and victims. Other

capabilities may also be required

to assist with the over head team

including:—

� Casualty management

� Evidence and exhibit handling

� Disaster victim identification

� Mass casualty

� Mass fatality.

Unless considered, it will be

difficult for the search teams to

continue to be effective in their

primary tasks and they will be

drawn into reactive actions.
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Information
management

Wide area search will generate a

considerable amount of

information and full records will be

required to ensure the value of the

search is not wasted. Researching

an area is wasted effort but may

happen if poor records are kept.

As an example, buildings are

approached from different sides

and, unless properly identified in

the records, they be searched on

more than one occasion because

of entry via the front door or the

back door.

Information collected in the field

needs further assessment and a

suitable organisation may need to

be established to assess and

manage it effectively.

Sustainability
Wide area searches are a

significant drain on all responding

agencies and consideration needs

to be made on how to sustain the

search effort. Six to eight hours of

search effort is usually tiring and

searcher effectiveness rapidly

decays with time spent searching.

In some environments, the work

levels are so high that searches

will be short duration periods of

activities and these will require

larger numbers of responders to

continue the search effort.

The search management team

will also need replacing at regular

intervals so they do not become

ineffective through fatigue.

Summary
Wide area is difficult and the

pressures put on searchers can

be immense. Good search

management methods will help to

ensure that success is understood

and that teams are fully aware of

what is required of them.
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